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Executive Summary
• The Company’s May 21, 2020 shareholder presentation, put forth by the newly reconstituted Board,
shows that the Board’s behavior has not changed despite recent Board changes
- The Board seems to have intentionally manipulated its performance analysis in order to claim its performance is
better than it is – eliminating the first two days of trading after the Company announced its new strategy during
which the stock declined 10%, switching to a new comparison index and comparing itself to a new peer group(1)
- The Board takes credit for retiring notes that were maturing in fiscal 2019 and for ending fiscal 2019 with $500
million in cash (even though it started fiscal 2019 with $1.6 billion in cash)

• The New Board’s presentation fails to address many of the key issues and facts raised by shareholders
that are relevant to the important question of whether more change is required
• The New Board’s disheartening presentation is further evidence that more change is needed
- Shareholders deserve transparency and objectivity from the Board
- Instead, the New Board seemed content to make disingenuous arguments and manipulate data in its presentation

The 2019 peer group includes Abercrombie & Fitch, Bed Bath & Beyond, Kohl’s, O’Reilly Automotive, Advance Auto Parts, Dick’s Sporting Goods, L Brands, Ross Stores, AutoZone, Foot Locker, Nordstrom, Tiffany & Co., Barnes & Noble,
Gap, Office Depot and Williams-Sonoma. In September 2019, the Company switched its peer group to include Abercrombie & Fitch, Ascena Retail Group, Bed Bath & Beyond, Designer Brands, Dick’s Sporting Goods, Foot Locker, Gap,
Nordstrom, Office Depot, Signet Jewelers, The Michaels Companies, Urban Outfitters and Williams-Sonoma, which conveniently include companies that are nearing bankruptcy.
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GameStop’s Board Does Not Even Attempt to Defend Much of Its Woeful Record
The Company’s presentation fails to address the following:
• Horrible long-term and recent TSR, including in the period subsequent to the appointment of the new CEO
and the announcement of its new “strategic plan” – in every period, GameStop has underperformed its
historical peer group and the Dow Jones Specialty Retailers Index (GameStop’s own chosen index)
• Declining fundamental financial performance, which shows no sign of being arrested by the “strategic
plan”
• The skepticism among shareholders as evidenced by declining multiples and a short interest in the stock
of over 100%, as well as its March 2021 Notes recently trading below 70 cents on the dollar
• Bearish views of sell-side analysts, none of whom rate the Company a “buy” despite the new “strategic
plan”, and the Company’s own bank (BofA) has a sell rating on them
• Massive guidance misses, including three revisions to guidance in a four month period, hurting
management credibility
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GameStop’s Board Changes Dates to Manufacture “Tangible Results”
Total Shareholder Return

Sept. 10, 2019 to Sept. 12, 2019

Announcement of
GameStop Reboot
strategic plan
Sep 10

Peers

0.2%

Russell 2000
GameStop
-12%

2.1%
-10.0%
-10%

-8%

-6%

-4%

-2%

0%

2%

4%

•

GameStop’s Board claims the announcement of the “GameStop Reboot” Plan is
the right starting date for measuring the performance of the new Board and plan

•

But the Board used a chart that begins not when the plan was announced, but
rather (without any explanation) two days later, which allows GameStop to avoid
the 10% stock drop that occurred immediately after the plan was announced

The Board seems to be intentionally trying to mislead
stockholders by choosing a more favorable date to remove a
10% loss which occurred after its strategy was announced

From Sept. 12, 2019

Source: Factset. The “Peers” include the companies cited by the Company on its slide.
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GameStop’s Board Changes Index to Manufacture “Tangible Results”
Every year since 2003, GameStop compared its
performance to the Dow Jones Specialty Retailers Index,
including as recently as March 2020

Last week, for the first time EVER, the Board tried to
shift shareholder focus to the Russell 2000 Index

This shift in the index to which GameStop compares
itself appears to be an attempt to mislead
stockholders about its performance

Dow Jones Specialty Retailers

18%

Russell 2000 -16%

GameStop

Russell 2000

-20%

-3%
0%

20%

Total Shareholder Return

Sept. 12, 2019 (GameStop’s chosen start date) to May 19, 2020

Stockholders should not trust a Board that shifts comparison from an index GameStop has continuously used for 17
years in an attempt to make GameStop appear to be a better performer as the annual meeting approaches
Source Factset; 2003 proxy statement p.12; 2008 proxy statement p. 18; 2013 10-K p. 28; 2018 10-K p. 17; 2020 10-K p.14
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GameStop’s Board Manufactures Data to Distract From Actual Performance
Total Shareholder Return
Sept. 10, 2019 to March 11, 2020*
Dow Jones Specialty Retailers

-1%

S&P 500

-7%

2019 Peers

GameStop
-30%

-15%

-19%
-10%

10%

GameStop’s Board attempts to take credit for:
• April 4: GME stock climbs +10% when Permit/Hestia filed
its preliminary proxy
• April 24: GME stock climbs +22% when Permit/Hestia filed
its definitive proxy

Source: Factset; Stockholder Group Analysis. Capital IQ.;
* The Hestia/Permit 2019 Cooperation Agreement expired on March 11, 2020, and the Group went public before market open on March 12, 2020
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The “Strategic Plan” Results Are Nothing for this Board to Tout

•

GameStop began FY 2019 with over $1.6 billion in cash and
ended with $500 million. Net cash fell from $800 million to $80
million

•

The Board did not proactively retire debt at advantageous
prices. $350 million of debt was due on October 1, 2019. The
rest of the debt repurchased in 2019 was due in 2021 and
purchased above par value. This debt traded below $0.70 on the
dollar recently

•

The decrease in inventory is in-line with the decline in revenue.
From Q4 2018 to Q4 2019, revenue declined 28% while inventory
declined 31%

Many of the items management call “results” are not performance improvements at all
Source: Stockholder Group Analysis, Company‘s public filings.
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Capital Allocation Mistakes Have Created Liquidity Concerns and Eroded
Shareholder Confidence

•

The Board eliminated the annual dividend as the
Company’s credit quality deteriorated. GameStop’s stock
fell 36% upon announcement of the cut and has not
recovered since

•

The Board repurchased stock after significant stockholder
pressure

•

Management did not refinance the 2021 Senior Notes
when they were in a better position to do so, despite our
efforts to get them to do so. A refinancing now is likely to
result in a lower dollar amount and less attractive terms
and rate

GameStop faces a challenging refinancing and must take immediate action to improve its liquidity
Source: Stockholder Group Analysis, Company’s public filings.
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GameStop’s Compensation Structure is Misaligned with Performance

•

Total compensation to GameStop’s Board and executives
was approximately 15% of the Company’s market
capitalization at fiscal year end 2019. In 2019, stockholders
lost more than 65% of their investment

•

Management’s bonus payout was 196% for SG&A cost
savings in 2019, even though SG&A as a percentage of
revenue and gross profit reached all-time highs. Executives
were also compensated for the completion of a “test” store
concept without any regard to any actual achievement

Thomas Kelly has served on the Compensation Committee since 2013 and is currently its Chairman he should be held directly responsible for the Company’s misaligned compensation practices
Source: Stockholder Group Analysis, Company’s public filings.
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Stockholder Outreach and Board Refreshment
•

Replacing half the Board in one year after 10+ years of
underperformance, including a 65% decline in stock value
during 2019, is not a best-in-class Board refreshment practice.

•

Poor management succession planning has led to 5 CEOs in 3
years. Company just lost its CAO, and principal accounting
officer, while in the process of closing the books for Q1 2020.

•

GameStop’s new Board was near last to close its stores and cut
executive pay during the Covid-19 crisis as compared to its proxy
peers.

•

The retention of two long-tenured, ineffective directors with
irrelevant skillsets and little stock ownership does not add value
for stockholders.

•

If Board continuity was truly desired, the Board could have
seriously considered our offer to expand the Board to add one
stockholder in March 2020.

As Chairman of the Nominating/Governance Committee since 2010, Jerome Davis should be held
directly responsible for the Board’s poor succession planning and refreshment process
Source: Stockholder Group Analysis, Company’s public filings.
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The Allegation We Are Focused on Short-Term Financial Engineering is Baseless
•

In its February 12, 2019, Hestia publicly called for the
repayment of the October 2019 Notes, and Permit/Hestia
have always been supportive of repaying the Company’s
debt at attractive prices.

•

Hestia and Permit recommended a significant buyback based
on the healthy financials and guidance provided by
management at the time. Management subsequently
reduced guidance 3x in four months and missed their year
end liquidity forecast in fiscal 2019.

•

GameStop’s issues are not related to recent market
volatility, but rather an inability to perform. For the first
time since being public, GameStop was cash flow negative in
fiscal 2019, recording a negative free cash flow of ($493)
million.

Permit and Hestia are long-term stockholders committed to creating value for ALL stakeholders
Source: Stockholder Group Analysis, Company’s public filings.
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Permit and Hestia Are Long-Term, Committed Stockholders Who Tried to Resolve
the Current Proxy Contest Amicably

Source: Company’s public filings.

•

Permit/Hestia entered into a Cooperation Agreement in early
2019 with the belief that the Board would honor its commitment
to work constructively with us on further Board refreshment.

•

Instead, the Board added Mr. Fernandez without our
involvement. To this day, we have never spoken or
communicated with Mr. Fernandez.

•

Ms. Dunn informed us in February 2020 that she expected to be
re-nominated to the Board. There was no reason to ask Ms.
Dunn to join our slate of nominees this year.

•

In March 2020, after the Board announced a refreshment, we
called upon the Board to add just one stockholder to the Board
to avoid a proxy contest. In March and April 2020, the Board
never formally proposed any settlement to avoid a proxy contest,
other than to support their slate and talk to us next year.

•

The Board has chosen to spend more than $1.6 million fighting to
keep two underperforming, long-tenured, lame-duck directors.
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Our Nominees Have the Experience Necessary to Create Value
•

Paul Evans has significant public company management
experience, having overseen business transformations as a
director and Interim CEO of Hill International (NYSE: HIL) and as the
former CFO at MYR Group (Nasdaq: MYRG). Mr. Evans has also
overseen over $5 billion in financings during his career, bringing a
highly needed skillset to a Board which sorely lacks this expertise.

•

Kurt Wolf, in addition to being a long-term stockholder, has
founded and taken executive roles at three highly successful startups, and has extensive strategy consulting experience. He also has
public company management experience at UnitedHealth Group
(NYSE: UNH) where he was Director of Corporate Development –
responsible for business transformation in the company’s
consumer-driven health care division.

•

Our two highly-qualified nominees will also be representing 7.2%
of the Company's outstanding stock, which will help restore
accountability and credibility to GameStop

Our nominees are accomplished professionals with significant public company and turnaround experience
Source: Stockholder Group Analysis. Company filings.
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Your Vote is Important!
Don’t Be Misled by GameStop’s False and Misleading Claims
• GameStop’s Board has repeatedly failed shareholders
contributing to a share price decline of 85% over the past
five fiscal years
• We initially signed a Cooperation Agreement with
GameStop, but the Board refused to meaningfully
engage with us thereafter
• Management and the Board are content spending
shareholder capital to defend two long-tenured directors
who should be held accountable for the Company’s
disastrous performance

• GameStop’s Board is too retail focused and ill-equipped to
address the uncertainties posed by COVID-19, an upcoming
debt refinancing, non-core asset sales and the need to evolve
its business strategy
• Shareholders deserve a Board with fresh perspectives on
growth, turnaround experience, a commitment to cost
reductions, prudent capital allocation and compensation
targets, and who have significant stock ownership
• We have nominated two independent professionals who can
serve the interests of shareholders better than two lame duck
directors who own little stock

PLEASE VOTE THE WHITE CARD TODAY!
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Vote the WHITE Card
If you have any questions regarding your WHITE proxy card or need assistance in
executing your proxy, please contact:

Stockholders may call toll-free at (888) 368-0379
Email: info@saratogaproxy.com
John Broderick
Permit Capital
John.Broderick@permitcap.com

Kurt Wolf
Hestia Capital
KWolf@hestiacapital.com
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Appendix: Supplemental Information to “More Change is Needed” Presentation
GameStop’s customers and employees have become increasingly unhappy over the past year, more so
than competitors Walmart and Best Buy

Sentiments of
“Anger” and
“Disgust” spiked
during the
Covid-19 crisis

Source: Brandwatch.
Note: Brandwatch aggregates posts on various social media channels associated with retail brands like GameStop. Using their algorithm Brandwatch assigns an emotion to each post.
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